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Abstract. Spectral computed tomography is an emerging imaging method that involves using recently developed energy discriminating photon-counting detectors (PCDs). This technique enables measurements at isolated high-energy ranges, in which the dominating undergoing interaction between the x-ray and the sample is the incoherent scattering. The scattered radiation causes a loss of contrast in the results, and its correction has proven to be a complex problem, due to its dependence on energy, material composition, and geometry. Monte Carlo simulations can utilize a physical model to estimate the scattering contribution to the signal, at the cost of high computational time. We present a fast Monte Carlo simulation tool, based on McXtrace, to predict the energy resolved radiation being scattered and absorbed by objects of complex shapes. We validate the tool through measurements using a CdTe single PCD (Multix ME-100) and use it for scattering correction in a simulation of a spectral CT. We found the correction to account for up to 7% relative amplification in the reconstructed linear attenuation. It is a useful tool for x-ray CT to obtain a more accurate material discrimination, especially in the high-energy range, where the incoherent scattering interactions become prevailing (>50 keV).
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1 Introduction

X-ray computed tomography (CT) is an imaging technique that has been developed since the 1970s and is used daily for many purposes, such as medical diagnostics, airport security screening, and food quality assessment. An x-ray CT acquisition consists in measuring the ratio between the transmitted and incident photons on an object under investigation from multiple angles. To achieve high-quality imaging of the object, it is of key importance to have a good model of the physical interactions between the x-ray photons and the sample. Most of the reconstruction techniques implemented in conventional CT scanners are based on the Bouguer–Beer–Lambert law, where the interactions are assumed to be fully described by an exponential attenuation model. Moreover, the detectors adopted by these instruments are typically based on single or dual energy methods, in which the incoming radiation signal is integrated in the full energy interval, losing the energy-dependent features. Consequently, in standard commercial x-ray CT scanners, there are two main effects deteriorating the quality of the reconstructions.

First, the x-ray source is typically emission from an anode that generates a polychromatic beam. However, materials absorb the low-energy photons more efficiently than high-energy photons, resulting in cupping and streaking artifacts in the reconstructions due to such beam hardening. Monte Carlo (MC) simulations have been used to predict and correct such effects. However, it turns out to be challenging in fields, where the sample is complex and the materials have a wide range of attenuating materials. An emerging technique involves the use of single photon-counting detectors (PCDs) capable of discriminating the energy of the incoming photons. In this way, under the assumption that the energy resolution is good enough, each measurement can be considered a set of monochromatic acquisitions in what is called spectral CT.

Second, the reconstruction models do not consider that the detected total signal is not only composed of the primary radiation, the photons reaching the detector along a linear path from the source, but also of the scattered radiation, the photons having undergone scattering events within the sample volume. Johns and Yaffe have shown that this scattering contribution can produce significant cupping artifacts for fan-beam geometry CT acquisitions. Nevertheless, compared to the cone-beam CT, its impact is substantially decreased due to a reduced volume of the sample being irradiated and the detection solid angle being restricted to the fan-beam plane. For an overview of the recent approaches to correct for this effect, the reader is referred to a recent review by Rühmschopf and Klingenberg. At present, however, most of the solutions for the scattering correction adopted in commercial scanners are based on simple Poisson models of the scattering contribution, which may lead into bias artifacts in the reconstruction.

A more accurate approach is to obtain a direct estimate of the scattered radiation, based on the physical interactions between photons and matter in the CT instrument by an MC simulation of the measurement. A simulation method...
providing spectral scattering estimate in fast time scales has recently been developed and validated, based on a hybrid MC and deterministic approach. In the latter, the scattering points in the sample are computed by MC simulations, and then deterministic calculations set the particle fractions reaching each detector pixel. Another limitation of current MC simulation methods is that samples are typically rendered as simple polygons or triangle meshes. Therefore, samples of complex shapes and overlapping between each other would dramatically increase computational costs. Last, most of the MC simulation tools proposed at present are based on energy integrating detectors, which are not compatible with spectral CT.

In this work, we present a fully stochastic MC simulation tool for spectral CT x-ray tracing featuring an estimation of the scattered radiation, based on volumetric discretized phantoms, which allows the computation of complex sample geometries without an impact on the time efficiency. Our preliminary investigations of this technique have been presented elsewhere, the pseudocode for our algorithm is therefore not in the main text but deferred to the Appendix. In Sec. 2 we show the methods implemented in the simulation tool and the technique adopted to experimentally detect the scattered radiation contribution. In Sec. 3 we validate the simulation tool by comparing the scattering signal obtained by simulation and real acquisitions. Finally, in Sec. 4 we present a simulation study carried out to estimate and correct for the scattered radiation contribution to spectral CT and we draw some conclusions in Sec. 5.

2 Methods

In spectral CT, the total detected signal \( S_d(\vec{r}, E) \) is a function of the pixel position \( \vec{r} \) and energy \( E \) and can be written as follows:

\[
S_d(\vec{r}, E) = S_p(\vec{r}, E) + S_s(\vec{r}, E) + S_{bkg}(\vec{r}, E),
\]

where \( S_p(\vec{r}, E) \) is the primary signal, which is the detected photons not undergoing interactions with the object; \( S_s(\vec{r}, E) \) is the scattered signal, composed of the photons being scattered by the sample. Last, \( S_{bkg}(\vec{r}, E) \) is the background contribution, composed of the photons being scattered or reflected from the environment and collimating components. In this work, the latter term is not included in the simulation framework as it is highly dependent on the setup of the instrument, and we assume that the system can be optimized to minimize its contribution. Furthermore, in spectral CT, the total signal suffers distortions of the spectral distribution due to detector effects causing the photons to be detected with a certain energy shift. Such effects (e.g., charge sharing, escape peaks, weighting potential, etc.) can be modeled using a unified detector response matrix (DRM), which is applied to each of the real acquisitions on a pixel-by-pixel basis. Effects such as pile-up that depend on the flux of the x-ray beam are not efficiently accounted for by the DRM approach and need to be dealt independently. Christensen et al introduced an accurate correction method, adopted in this work, for real acquisitions. This is time efficient and reliable for systems working with a high x-ray flux, up to 5 Mph/s/mm².

2.1 Monte Carlo Simulation Tool

The simulations framework adopted for this work is McXtrace, a software package for MC simulation of x-ray experiments by ray-tracing methods. Rather than tracing individual photons, in this framework, rays are represented by photon entities, and their interactions are simulated by probabilistic weight factors and tracing parameters, such as direction, wave-vector, polarization vector, and phase. The individual parts composing the instrument (e.g., sources, slits, detectors, samples, etc.) are identified as so-called components that can be separately implemented in comparatively few lines of simple code and interact with each sampled ray by applying weight factors operation or altering their parameters. For this work, we have developed a sample component suitable for spectral CT with explicit treatment of the different physical interactions of x-rays incident on objects composed of multiple materials of a given shape. The sample is initialized by loading a volumetric discretized phantom of the object that is made up of a finite number of voxels of a defined size in a 3-D rectangular parallelepiped grid representing the bounding box. In this way, samples composed of objects of complex shape require the same computational cost as simple geometries. Moreover, since the reconstruction images rendered and employed in the forward and back projections of iterative methods are discretized in the same way, the format is well suited for reconstruction algorithms and their parameter optimization. The value in each voxel holds an integer number \( i = 0,1,2,\ldots, N \), which labels a specific material. For each material, lookup tables are required as input, visualized in Fig. 1.

The first lookup table is composed of the energy parameterized cross-sections for the possible interactions between the x-ray beam and the sample: i.e., photoelectric absorption \( \sigma_{ph}^i(E) \), coherent (Rayleigh) \( \sigma_{coh}^i(E) \), and incoherent (Compton) \( \sigma_{inc}^i(E) \). These values are used to determine the likelihood of each interaction in the component and could, for instance, be loaded from the database administered by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). In a simplified approach, assuming that the scattered radiation is deflected out of the detector’s range, the total attenuation cross-section can be used ignoring the following component treatment of the scattering. However, as it can be observed in Fig. 1, above 50-keV incoherent scattering interaction is dominant, whereas photoelectric absorption is prevailing for lower energies. Coherent scattering is about 2 orders of magnitude lower than the total attenuation, and only influential in the low energy range.

The remaining two lookup tables are used to sample the coherent and incoherent angular deflection of the ray trajectory when a scattering event occurs and is made up of the coherent and incoherent scattering functions \( I^i_{coh}(Q) \) and \( I^i_{inc}(Q) \) of each material. The scattering function is treated as the probability distribution function (PDF) of the scattering vector \( Q \) of amplitude:

\[
Q = |\vec{Q}| = \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \sin \left(\frac{2\theta}{2}\right),
\]

where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the incident x-ray and \( 2\theta \) is the detected scattering angle (i.e., between the incident and the scattered ray). In this way, the scattering vector’s amplitude \( Q \) can be sampled by the inversion method, which involves...
computing the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the distribution and then inverting that function. Since the latter is discrete, the computation of the CDF is simply done by adding up the individual probabilities (normalized to sum 1) for various points of the distribution. The detected scattering angle $\theta$ is derived from the sampled $Q$ using Eq. (1) since the energy of the incident ray is a known parameter.

The distributions used for $I_{\text{coh}}(Q)$ in this work have been experimentally determined by the energy dispersive x-ray diffraction method, as described by Kehres et al. and entered into a database of common materials. The state-of-the-art coherent scattering distribution used for water, shown in Fig. 1, is the one presented by Skinner et al. that was made available for download.

To model the distribution of incoherent scattering $I_{\text{inc}}(Q)$, we have adopted the parameterization presented by Hajdu and Palinkas. As an alternative, the angular deviation of scattering events can be sampled as modeled by the Thomson and Klein-Nishina functions. The azimuthal angle $\phi$ is uniformly sampled in the interval $[0, 2\pi]$, since the radiation emitted by a conventional x-ray tube is almost fully unpolarized. Finally, when the scattering event is determined to be of Compton type, the ray’s energy parameter is updated to $E_{\text{inc}}$, according to the Compton energy shift relation

$$E_{\text{inc}} = \frac{E}{1 + \frac{E}{511 \text{ keV}} \left[1 - \cos(\theta)\right]}.$$  

The projections’ runtime of the simulations performed in the upcoming sections is 2 min on a standard laptop, equipped with i7-6600U quad-core CPUs at 2.60 GHz. The speed performance of the scattering estimator is similar and, in some instances, faster than what is reported in some previous recent works for a sample of similar geometrical size. For the simulation of CT experiments, as presented in Sec. 2, several projections can be simulated in parallel in multicore architectures to increase efficiency.

2.2 Instrumentation

The instrumentation used for the validation of the scattering estimation of the new scattering component was designed for spectral CT measurements. The x-ray beam was generated by a tungsten anode, and the acceleration voltage and filament current were set to 160 kV and 0.5 mA, respectively. For these operating parameters, the focal spot was 75 $\mu$m. The detector was made up of two 1-D PCD Multix-ME10 modules, composed of 1 $\times$ 128 pixels of size 0.8 $\times$ 0.8 mm$^2$ and each with 128 energy bins of width 1.1 keV, evenly distributed between 20 and 160 keV. The energy resolution of the detector under high x-ray fluxes is of 6.5% (8 keV) at 122 keV. A 3-mm thick aluminum filter was placed in front of the source to reduce the beam hardening effects and to suppress the photons with energy below the spectral range of the detector. An energy distribution of the source, shown later in Fig. 5, was obtained by an acquisition of the direct beam (i.e., without the sample being inserted). The characteristic x-ray peaks of the tungsten target are smeared due to the limited detection energy resolution, resulting in a smoother spectrum compared to what is theoretically expected. The source spectrum is used in the simulation as the PDF of the ray’s energy parameter. In this way, we simulate a polychromatic beam with the same features as we can measure. The sample used in the work presented here was composed of four glass (SiO$_2$) bottles filled with, respectively, water (H$_2$O), hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$), powdered sugar (C$_12$H$_22$O$_11$), a powdered PETN explosive simulator, and an aluminum rod. The sample, sketched in Fig. 2, was designed to highlight the challenge of automated accurate threat detection in security screening as they are innocuous and harmful materials, which have very close values of efficient atomic number ($Z_{\text{eff}}$) and density relative to water ($\rho_{\text{eff}}$).

3 Experimental Validation

The method adapted to experimentally measure the detected radiation being scattered from the sample $S_s(\vec{r}, E)$ was the collimator shadow. The latter was shown to be an accurate empirical technique and suits our beam collimation choice of a fan-beam. This technique, sketched in Fig. 2, combines a fan-beam collimation with a 2-D flat detector, to obtain considerably extended surfaces in which only the scattered radiation is present. The collimation was obtained by a vertical slit composed of two tungsten blades. The 2-D flat detector was reproduced by sequentially translating in...
70 steps vertically our linear detector, resulting in an array of 70 × 256 pixels 2-D detector. We restricted the detection energy range to the interval between 40 and 160 keV to disregard energy channels with low photon statistics, as they would display accentuated distortions in the spectral shape due to insufficient signal to noise ratio.

In this technique, in the shadows cast by the collimator (i.e., outside of the fan-beam plane), the primary signal is absent, \( S_p(\vec{r}, E) = 0 \). Assuming absence of air scattering, the isolation of the sample scattering contribution \( S_s(\vec{r}, E) \) can therefore be obtained by the subtraction between the acquisition with and without the sample, \( S(\vec{r}, E) \) and \( S_0(\vec{r}, E) \), respectively, to reduce the environmental noise:

\[
S_s(\vec{r}, E) = S(\vec{r}, E) - S_0(\vec{r}, E) = S_s(\vec{r}, E) + S_{bkg}(\vec{r}, E) - S_{bkg}(\vec{r}, E).
\]

A mathematical phantom of the sample of 150 × 150 vertically homogeneous voxels of size 0.667 mm was generated and loaded into the simulation component described in Sec. 2, to estimate the total signal \( S(\vec{r}, E) \) and its respective sample scattering contribution \( S_s(\vec{r}, E) \). The geometrical setup of the instrumentation in the simulations was set to match the experimental setup.

### 3.1 Simulation Output

The runtime for simulating each projection, sampling \( 10^6 \) rays, was 2 min. To reduce further the computational efforts of the MC simulations, we applied a 3-D Gaussian blurring to the spectral scattering projections \( S_s(\vec{r}, E) \), inspired by the accelerated simulation method presented by Colijn and Beekman. The method consists in filtering the projections with a 2-D Gaussian smoothing kernel, with standard deviation \( \sigma \) being the blurring width. We introduce a trade-off between noise and blur (variance and bias) in the simulation output using fixed bandwidth kernel density estimation with a Gaussian kernel. We use a 3-D Gaussian kernel and vectorial form of the blurring width \( \bar{\sigma} = (\sigma_x, \sigma_y, \sigma_E) \), composed of the individual blurring widths in the \( z \)- and \( y \)-axes and the energy domain. The optimal choice of \( \bar{\sigma} \) depends on the number of rays being sampled and the geometrical parameters of the system. For this work, the blurring width has been found by the minimization of the combined root mean squared error, \( \text{RMSE}(\sigma_x, \sigma_y, \sigma_E) \), with a reference considered as true image:

\[
\text{RMSE}(\sigma_x, \sigma_y, \sigma_E) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N_x N_y N_E} \sum_{i=1}^{N_x} \sum_{j=1}^{N_y} \sum_{k=1}^{N_E} (\tilde{S}_s(z_i, y_j, E_k) - \tilde{S}_{\text{ref}}(z_i, y_j, E_k))^2}.
\]

therefore, \( \tilde{S}_{\text{ref}}(\vec{r}, E) \) is the scattering projection used as true reference, obtained by simulating \( 10^6 \) rays; \( N_x \) and \( N_y \) are the numbers of pixels in the \( z \)- and \( y \)-direction, respectively; and \( N_E \) is the number of energy bins of the detector. Figure 4 shows \( \tilde{S}_s(z_i, y_j, E_k) \), \( \tilde{S}_{\text{ref}}(z_i, y_j, E_k) \), and the filtering result, for blurring width \( \bar{\sigma} = (9, 4.14, 1.71) \). For a better visualization of the results, the scattering projections shown in the following figures have been energy integrated into \( \tilde{S}_s(z_i, y_j) = \sum_{k=1}^{N_E} \tilde{S}_s(z_i, y_j, E_k) \) and spatially integrated into \( \tilde{S}_s(E) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_x} \sum_{j=1}^{N_y} \tilde{S}_s(z_i, y_j, E_k). \) The drop in intensity that can be observed within the fan-beam plane indicates that the photons being scattered to the fan-beam plane are less likely than the one being scattered out of it. This is the reason underlying the apparition of the two lobes of high intensity in the vicinity that would not be obtained by rather having a cone-beam collimation.

Figure 5 shows the output of the simulation, displaying the individual types of scattering events contributing to the total scattering signal, and their respective spectral and spatial distribution. It can be observed that both the incoherent and multiple scattering (i.e., when the photons are scattered more than once in the same path tracing) are heavily spread in a broad range of angles centered in the proximity of the sample, indicating that information about the geometrical structure of the sample is completely lost. A comparison between the coherent and incoherent scattering instead...
Fig. 3 Visualization of the effect of the 3-D Gaussian blurring. (a) Starting from the top frame toward the bottom are shown the energy integrated scattering estimate \( \tilde{S}_{s}(\vec{r}) \), the result of the filtering and the reference \( \tilde{S}_{\text{ref}}(\vec{r}) \). (b) The spectral distribution of the respective spatial integrated scattering projections \( \tilde{S}_{s}(E) \).

Fig. 4 Simulation output of the scattering contributions to the total signal \( S_{t}(\vec{r},E) \). (a)–(d) Energy integrated incoherent, coherent, single and multiple scattering profiles. (e)–(h) Spatial integrated and energy integrated distribution of the individual x-ray scattering profiles. The dashed black line is the total scattering signal, whereas the blue and red lines are its incoherent and coherent contributions in (e,f), and its single and multiple contributions in (g,h). Note that the intensity scale of (b) is three times lower than (a), whereas the intensity scale of panel (d) is four times lower than panel (c).
suggests that the former contributes largely to the low-energy part of the energy spectrum and, despite that, is heavily centered toward the small angles compared to the latter. It is also evident that above 50 keV, the scattering profile is dominated by the incoherent scattering events. A look at the multiple scattering profiles suggests that it can be treated as a constant offset relative to the single scattering, if the purpose is to employ fast and simplified computational models. Last, it should be noted that the simulation output is on an arbitrary scale since it is a probability map. Therefore, the data should be interpreted after it has been properly rescaled according to the beam flux, which could be, for example, determined by placing a virtual monitor before the sample. However, for most applications, this procedure is not necessary as it is the case of the reconstruction techniques, in which the data-most applications, this procedure is not necessary as it is the case of the reconstruction techniques, in which the datasets are normalized in the preprocessing of the attenuation $A(\vec{r}, E)$ according to Eq. (4):

$$A(\vec{r}, E) = -\log \frac{S(\vec{r}, E)}{S_0(\vec{r}, E)}.$$  

### 3.2 Comparisons

Figure 5 displays the comparisons of the scattered radiation obtained by both the simulation and experiment, and their respective spatial and energy profiles. The spatial profile of the two signals shows a qualitative good match, which does not completely hold for the energy distribution. A visual comparison of the experimental and simulated spectral distributions indicates an overestimation of the high-energy part of, respectively, the linear attenuation of the sample $\mu(\vec{r}, E)$. To assess the impact of the scattered radiation, we have performed slice reconstructions $\mu_s(\vec{r}, E)$ and $\mu_p(\vec{r}, E)$ of, respectively, the total attenuation projections $A_t(\vec{r}, E)$ and of the scattering corrected primary attenuation projections $A_s(\vec{r}, E)$. These are obtained by inserting the simulated total signal $\tilde{S}_t(\vec{r}, E)$ and primary radiation $\tilde{S}_p(\vec{r}, E) = \tilde{S}_t(\vec{r}, E) - \tilde{S}_s(\vec{r}, E)$, respectively, in Eq. (4). It must be noted that following Eqs. (4) and (5), since the total signal is corrupted by the scattered radiation, the total attenuation yields a lower value compared to the true attenuation.

The reconstructions shown in Fig. 5 were carried out by first merging the energy channels between 92.7 and 160 keV. That is a considerably high-energy interval, such as the
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**Fig. 5** Validation of the simulation tool. (a) The normalized estimated (simulation) and measured (experiment) scattering signal, integrated over the energy and the y-axis area shadowed by the collimator are plotted. (b) Their respective spectral distribution and the source spectrum (source spectrum) are plotted. The error bars are shown every 20th point.

from the system environment. A more accurate detection of the spectral distribution of the scattered radiation could be achieved by a better shielding of the background radiation, which was beyond the purpose of this work.

Another limitation of the simulation tool is the dependence on the quality of the models used for the coherent scattering angular deviation sampling. For certain samples, for instance, the noise removal can be challenging due to the relatively low count rate of the technique, leading to imprecisions in the measured distribution. Furthermore, the instrumental constraints prevent the determination of the coherent scattering functions $I_{coh}(Q)$ in the low-$Q$ limit, due to the presence of the direct beam. Last, the analytical approximations used for the incoherent scattering functions are required to satisfy the validity range $\sin(\theta)/\lambda < 1$, posing a limit to the high angles.

### 4 Computed Tomography Scattering Correction

In the last part of the work, we have simulated a spectral CT experiment of 101 projections evenly distributed between $\omega = (0,2\pi)$. For each projection, $10^6$ rays are traced followed by the Gaussian blurring of the scattering projections. The specifications of the instrumentation and of the sample are sketched in Fig. 5 and described in Sec. 3. The reconstruction method adopted was simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT), implemented in the ASTRA reconstruction toolbox. The latter maps the attenuation simulated projections into volumetric representation of the linear attenuation of the sample $\mu(\vec{r}, E)$. To assess the impact of the scattered radiation, we have performed slice reconstructions $\mu_s(\vec{r}, E)$ and $\mu_p(\vec{r}, E)$ of, respectively, the total attenuation projections $A_t(\vec{r}, E)$ and of the scattering corrected primary attenuation projections $A_s(\vec{r}, E)$. These are obtained by inserting the simulated total signal $\tilde{S}_t(\vec{r}, E)$ and primary radiation $\tilde{S}_p(\vec{r}, E) = \tilde{S}_t(\vec{r}, E) - \tilde{S}_s(\vec{r}, E)$, respectively, in Eq. (4). It must be noted that following Eqs. (4) and (5), since the total signal is corrupted by the scattered radiation, the total attenuation yields a lower value compared to the true attenuation.
ones often implemented in dual-energy CT techniques for nondestructive testing and security applications, especially for the retrieval of a material’s electron density $\rho_e$. The simulation method holds valid for lower energies, even though the correction impact becomes less significant due to a reduced number of scattering events. In Fig. 6, the attenuation profiles have been spatially integrated in a similar way as the scattering projections for a better display of the results. Since the corrected attenuation $\mu_p(\vec{r}, E)$ should always be greater than the uncorrected $\mu_i(\vec{r}, E)$, we have introduced a correction percentile relative gain $C(\vec{r}, E)$:

$$C(\vec{r}, E) = 100\% \frac{\mu_p(\vec{r}, E) - \mu_i(\vec{r}, E)}{\mu_i(\vec{r}, E)},$$

(5)

to quantify the relative change of the scattering correction in the reconstruction of the linear attenuation value $\mu(E)$.

### 4.1 Discussion of Results

It was found that for this energy interval, the correction $C(x, y)$ accounts for an amplification in $\mu(E)$ that can be up to 7% and increases as the center of mass of the entire sample is approached. It was also observed that it becomes slightly higher for liquid materials, due to their lower linear attenuation, as compared to other materials composing our sample. This indicates that treating the scattering contribution as a mere scaling factor applied to the total attenuation may lead to artifacts, especially in the high-energy range, where the scattering influence becomes increasingly relevant. It is also evident that, by comparing the aluminum and the glass content values, the scattering contribution is highly dependent on the volume covered by each object. Despite the fact that the larger objects of the sample are subject to more significant loss of contrast, the reconstructions do not exhibit the otherwise commonly occurring cupping artifacts. The reason for this is the relatively limited size of the sample and the collimation of the fan-beam.

To evaluate the impact of the scattering correction in the energy domain, we have performed a slice reconstruction of each individual energy channel. The surface covered by each material $i$ was segmented and used to retrieve energy resolved mean linear attenuation $\mu_i(E)$ reconstructed by

---

**Fig. 6** (a,b) SIRT reconstruction of the total and scattering corrected primary attenuation. (c) Sample phantom used in the simulations. The color scale in frames (a–c) represents the linear attenuation $\mu$ value held by the voxel. (d) Percentile amplification of the reconstruction value using the corrected attenuation. (e,f) Spatially integrated horizontal and vertical profiles of the images, obtained by summing the values of each row and column, respectively.
using the total and scattering corrected primary attenuation. Both energy distributions are shown in Fig. 7 for powdered sugar and compared to its respective tabulated values, used in the look-up tables. It was observed that the correction aids in reconstruction of the linear attenuation \( \mu \), as it is brought closer to the tabulated linear attenuation. It has to be noted, however, that the scattering signal subtraction correction method used here is merely a preliminary procedure. A more refined approach would include the scattering estimator in the forward model of iterative reconstruction techniques. In this way, the illposedness of the reconstruction problem would be reduced and the gap observed in Fig. 7, which is due to counting statistics and missing data, will be further closed leading to a more robust solution.

The energy distribution of the correction relative gain \( C(E) \) was then derived for each material and is shown in Fig. 4. A comparison between the correction relative gain \( C(E) \) for aluminum and the glass contents suggests that larger volumes are more subject to scatter artifacts. Furthermore, the latter increases with the energy reaching values up to 6%, indicating that CT scanners operating in high-energy regimes require scattering correction algorithms for an adequate reconstruction of the linear attenuation. On the other hand, CT reconstruction of low-energy projections with fan-beam collimation seems to be only slightly influenced by the scattered radiation, regardless of the volume and composition of the material.

5 Conclusions

We have presented a fully stochastic simulation tool for x-ray spectral CT, featuring a computationally fast estimate of the scattered radiation, which is particularly compatible with objects of complex shape. The tool is open access and runs in the well-established McXtrace software package. It has been validated by an experiment designed to detect the radiation being scattered by the sample only. We have discussed the current limitations of the simulation tool and possible strategies to overcome them. In a preliminary approach, we have shown how the scattering estimate can improve the attenuation reconstruction by a restoration of the primary radiation \( S_p(r, E) \), performed as a simple subtraction of the estimated scattering contribution \( S_s(r, E) \). It was found that especially at high energies, where the incoherent scattering events are dominant, the correction is useful to reconstruct a more accurate linear attenuation value and, therefore, improves the contrast between different materials. This is expected to aid the automated segmentation procedures leading to an advance in the material

![Fig. 7](https://example.com/fig7.png)

**Fig. 7** (a) Mean value of the energy resolved reconstructed attenuation value in the sugar surface, using the total attenuation (total), the primary attenuation (corrected), and the theoretical expected attenuation (true). (b) Spectral profiles of the correction relative gain for each material.

**Algorithm 1** Pseudocode of the McXtrace object component.

**Data:** Object’s phantom and material densities \( \rho \), cross sections \( \sigma'(E) \) and scattering functions \( f_{coh}(Q) \) and \( f_{inc}(Q) \)

**Result:** Energy resolved total and scattering signal from the interaction between x-rays and the object

1. initialize system’s geometry and variables;
2. set the step length \( s_i \);
3. while ray is within the object do
   1. if ray is scattered then
      1. if Compton scattering then
         1. sample scattering angle \( \theta \) from \( f_{inc}(Q) \);
         2. update ray direction according to \( \theta \);
         3. update to Compton energy with Eq. (3);
      2. else
         1. sample scattering angle \( \theta \) from \( f_{coh}(Q) \);
         2. update ray direction according to \( \theta \);
   4. end
   5. end
   6. read photoelectric absorption attenuation \( \mu(E) = \rho' \sigma_{ph}(E) \);
   7. ray travels the step length \( s_i \);
   8. increment the cumulative photoelectric absorption attenuation along the trace \( \mu(E) = \mu(E) + \mu'(E)s_i \);
   9. end
   10. apply final photoelectric absorption attenuation to the ray: \( e^{-\mu(E)l} \).
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classification. In future work, we aim to incorporate the scattering estimation in the forward model of a model-based iterative reconstruction technique, to improve even further the efficiency of the algorithm. This could be done, for instance, by, after a certain iteration number of the CT reconstruction, retrieving a preliminary volumetric representation of the object. The latter would be then used by the MC simulation tool to obtain the direct estimate of the scattering contribution.

Appendix: Sample Component Pseudocode

The pseudocode of the sample component developed for MCXtrace is shown in Algorithm 1. Therefore, the step length $s_i$ represents the rate at which the interaction probabilities are checked while the ray is traced through the sample up to the final length $l$. In our simulations, $s_i$ was set to a value three times smaller than the voxel size. At the first step of each ray traced, the step length was additionally multiplied by a random generated number to reduce artifacts induced by the tracing regularity $E\mu(E)$ represent the photoelectric absorption linear attenuation, whereas $\rho$ and $\sigma_{coh}(E)$ are, respectively, the density relative to water and the photoelectric absorption cross-section of each material.

**Scattering type** $$= \begin{cases} \text{Compton}, & \text{if } \xi < [1 - e^{-\rho_i} \sigma_{coh}(E)] \\ \text{Rayleigh}, & \text{if } (1 - e^{-\rho_i} \sigma_{coh}(E)) < \xi < [1 - e^{-\rho_i} (\sigma_{coh}(E)+\sigma_{inc}(E))] \end{cases}.$$ **Acknowledgments**
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